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It’s a workhorse.  TT800V is enterprise grade, 

semi-rugged and tested for extreme high and low 

temperatures to withstand demanding conditions in 

and out of the vehicle. The 8” display is uniquely 

bright to work under the sun, and the 6,200 MAh 

lithium battery has the capacity to last 6 hours with 

working applications.

It’s your choice.  Choose the Verizon 4G LTE or the 

WiFi-only models to suit your telematics solution.  

Connect to your ELD device through Bluetooth, WiFi, 

or USB.

TT800V

It’s easy.  JACS remote device management service 

helps you push firmware and application updates 

over-the-air with ease. You can also remotely lock, 

wipe and update applications by yourself using our 

OTA portal. Save costs and resources by eliminating 

or reducing the use of a traditional MDM.

It’s locked down. Period.  Whether your 

applications are for tracking, navigating or 

communicating, TT800V locks them down with the 

highest level of security and performance. Your 

applications will be secured at the operating system 

level leaving no Android backdoors open. All 

consumer grade applications and bloatware will be 

removed,removed, and users will not be able to manipulate 

any business applications. 

A customizable in-vehicle tablet solution to support any Android Telematics 

application.   Purpose built, secure and flexible, JACS' TT800V is ideal for 

mid-to-large fleet deployments.



MOUNTING AND

DOCKING

JACS TT800V

Telematics Application

LTE
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Device

JACS Solutions provides customized enterprise grade 

smart devices to support mobile enterprise initiatives 

and M2M applications. Its innovative approach to 

customize device hardware and firmware benefit 

businesses with a secure, flexible and affordable 

end-to-end solution.
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TT800V

About JACS Solutions

It’s a total Solution. TT800V is equipped with customizable 

in-vehicle docking stations, mounting arms and cabling 

accessories to provide you with the perfect fit to your 

vehicles. Need a NFC reader, scanner, credit card reader or 

other peripherals? Simply connect them with the tablet via 

the standard USB 2.0 port.

LONGER LIFE CYCLE

CUSTOM BRANDING

It’s peace of mind.  Concerned about the short life cycle of 

consumer grade tablets? With TT800V from JACS, you gain 

an extended life cycle that works for your business. 

It’s your brand, not ours.  Enjoy the added benefit of 

promoting your brand with your logo on the hardware and 

boot screen of the device. 

COST SAVINGS

It’s the bottom line.  Reap savings with JACS 

competitively priced tablet and customization services. Our 

end-to-end support saves you time, money and valuable 

technical resources. 

 

External antenna for 

GPS Location

Vehicle charger and 

power inverter

360 degree swiveling 

mount with 6 pin 

connector for charging 

and data transfer

Rugged case custom fit 

for the TT800V


